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Abstract

To convert the problem definition, model design to applicable pattern discovery, a problem solving process is designed, which is known as Applicable Data Mining. This is designed to deliver accurate business rules which can have close integration with technical and business processes. The auxiliary model “Multisource Combined Mining based ADM” is illustrated. This generic ADM model is designed to support ADM process. This paper demonstrates a view of ADM from the stand point of technical and decision making. A case study of MSCM-ADM is demonstrated and further experiments show that this model design is flexible, practical and general to handle complex business issues and projects by deriving applicable deliverables to propose accurate decision making methods.
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INTRODUCTION


	Information Technology hosts many domains and Database field is being the biggest of all, it has many categories in it, which are big domains in their nature. One such emerging field is Data Mining, a rapid development area provides lot of scope of innovation and research. The algorithms and patterns developed by traditional data mining processes do not possess the adoption of constraints of external environment, because of this the algorithms are getting published but few of them are transferred into real time business patterns. In a particular database, let a customer schema defines a set of attributes for each customer where each customer is represented by one record. So, the attribute can possibly a value in a record for a given customer and the combination of such attribute and value pairs will make a pattern for a customer. By combining these pairs, simple but effective decision patterns can be achieved. We can generalize the definition of association rules to include the non-transactional data by replacing the sets of items in the traditional definition of association rules with conjunctions of (attribute=value) equalities. For example, if a customer is having his age as 35 or above and his salary is more than $40,000 per annum, then he can have a own house and the loan can be sanctioned for him. This can be represented with (attribute=value) patterns and their combinations as follows : (age ≥ 35 ) Ã¡Â´Â§ (salary> $40,000 ) => (ownhome = Yes ) The identified patterns from data mining algorithms and tools, handed over to business people for future decision making. Management board cannot interpret the patterns for business use ( Direct mapping of patterns to business use ). This fact is revealed in surveys made in the Data Mining field for business management and their applications, following the above paradigm in selected domains [1].
	Besides the dynamic environment enclosing constrains, this may result from several aspects of challenges as follows [22]. 1) Many patterns mined but they are not informative to business people, often they do not know which are truly interesting and operable for businesses needs 2) Most of the identified patterns are of commonsense based or no particular interest to business needs by which management feel confused how they should consider these patterns. 3) Management does not know how to interpret the patterns and what actions can be taken on them to support business decision-making due to lack of information about the patterns generated. A large gap [9,11,13,15] between academic deliverables and business expectations and between data miners and business analysts are informed due to above issues. So, it is critical to develop effective techniques to bridge the gap. There is a need to develop an effective, practical and generic methodologies for Applicable Data Mining (ADM). Therefore, we need to discover applicable knowledge that is much more than simply satisfying predefined technical interestingness thresholds. Such applicable knowledge is expected to be delivered in operable forms for transparent business interpretation and action taking. One of the essential ways is to develop effective approaches for discovering patterns that not only are of technical significance [7], but also satisfy business expectations [1], and further indicate the possible applications that can be explicitly taken by business people [10,2]. The traditional data mining is suffering from significant problems in satisfying business needs. For instance, the profit mining [3] to extract more applicable interestingness [10,1] and subjective interestingness patterns and enhance the interpretation of them through explanation [4] , faces many issues to transform them to best use of real business needs. The over simplification of complicated domain with business issues, the whole focus on algorithm generation and its improvement and a small amount of attention is taken care of enhancing the KDD system to handle complexities in real work applications, is the critical issue. The critical elements in real world applications such as environment, expert knowledge and operability should be catered by the fundamental work on ADM. ADM must cater for domain knowledge [12] and balance technical significance , expectations from both objective and subjective perspectives [1], and support automatically converting patterns into deliverables in business-friendly and operable forms such as actions or rules. For business people to interpret, validate, and action, the ADM deliverables should be business friendly and they can be seamlessly embedded into business processes and systems. Data mining has good potential to lead to gain higher productivity, decision making and smarter operation in business intelligence. Such efforts actually aim at the paradigm shift from traditionally technical interestingness oriented and data centred hidden pattern mining towards business useoriented and domain-driven applicable knowledge discovery [9]. This is nothing but the Data Mining paradigm shift. The preliminary work on AKD mainly addresses specific algorithms and tools for the filtration, summarization and post processing of learned rules. A general AKD framework that can cater for critical elements those can also be instantiated into different approaches for many domain problems. There is very limited research work has been reported in this regard. This paper identifies the definition and development of several AKD frameworks from the system point of view which follow the methodology of Domain-Driven Data Mining (DDDM, aka D3M in short). Much focus is given on introducing principles, processes and concepts that are new, flexible and practical effective to AKD. Such frameworks are necessary and useful for implementing real-world data mining processes and systems.
	The contributions are:
	1) AKD problem from system and micro economy perspectives is redefined as to define fundamental concepts of action ability and applicable patterns
	2) Defining knowledge applicable by highlighting both technical significance and business expectations that need to be considered, aggregated and balanced in AKD
	3) A four general frameworks model to facilitate AKD is proposed
	4) Demonstrating the effectiveness and flexibility of the proposed frameworks in handling real-life AKD.
	The main ideas of D3M-based AKD and the four frameworks are as follows: Table 1 lists key concepts and their abbreviations used in this project.
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	MSCM-ADM: This takes care of ADM in either multiple data sources or large quantities of data. One data set will be considered for mining initial patterns and some learned patterns are then selected to guide further construction and pattern mining on the next data set(s). When all datasets are mined, iterative mining stops and corresponding patterns are merged / summarized into applicable deliverables.
	
II. RELATED WORK


	For smart business functions and decision making practises, the Applicable Knowledge Discovery (AKD) is critical in promoting and releasing the productivity of data mining and knowledge discovery. The panellists of SIGKDD and ICDM earmarked the challenges in developing next generation KDD methodologies [10,14]. The significance of the term “Applicability” counts the ability of a pattern to suggest a user to take some definite actions to his benefit in the real world. This counts on the ability to give some direction to business decision making actions. The existing effective interestingness metrics are, based on developing and refining objective technical interestingness metrics Int (to( ) ) [17,15,6,7,8], where the complexities of patter structure and statistical significance are aimed in this methodology. Other work is subjective technical interestingness measures Int (ts()) [ 17, 16, 18 ], which also recognise to what extent a pattern is of interest to participate user preferences. A probability-based belief would have been used to describe user confidence of unexpected rules [17], to say as an example. Very limited research on developing business-oriented interestingness exists at the moment. One example among few is profit mining [3]. Limitations for the existing work on interestingness development lie in a number of aspects. Much work is on developing alternative interest measures focusing on technical interestingness [19]. The emerging research on general business-oriented interestingness is isolated from technical significance. Knowledge applicability needs to pay equal attention to both technical and business-oriented interestingness from both objective and subjective perspectives [1], would be the best solution to possible questions like what makes interesting patterns applicable in the real world. With ADM approach, the existing work focuses on developing post analysis techniques to filter or prune rules [4], reduce redundancy [20], and summarize learned rules [4], and on matching against expected patterns by similarities or differences [12] with post analysis, from learned rules [20], a recent highlight is to be extracted. A effort on learning action rules is to split attributes into “hard or soft” [20] or “stable or flexible” [8] to extract actions that may improve the loyalty or profitability of patients. Other work is on action hierarchy [10]. Some other approaches include a combination of two or more methods, for instance, class association rules (or associative classifier) that build classifiers on association rules (A ! C) [6]. External databases are input into characterizing the item sets in class association rules. Clustering is used to reduce the number of learned association rules in cluster association rules. To fit more factors into the KDD process [4], other work is also on, for the transformation from data mining to knowledge discovery [21], and developing a general KDD framework .
	
III. LITERATURE SURVEY


	Many of the current formalizations of data mining algorithms have not reached the goal of facilitating the discovery of concise and interpretable information from large amounts of data, as this is praposed by Charu C. Aggarwal and Co- Authors. One of the reasons for this is that the focus on using purely automated techniques has imposed several constraints on data mining algorithms. For example, any data mining problem such as clustering or association rules requires the speciation of particular problem formulations, objective functions, and parameters. Such systems fail to take the user's needs into account very effectively. This makes it necessary to keep the user in the loop in a way which is both efficient and interpretable. One unique way of achieving this is by leveraging human visual perceptions on intermediate data mining results. Such a system combines the computational power of a computer and the intuitive abilities of a human to provide solutions which cannot be achieved by either. Even though data mining has been successful in becoming a major component of various business processes as well as in transferring innovations from academic research into the business environment, where the gap between issues that the research group works on and real-world ones is still significant. It is essential for the business and the academic research communities to interact often. KDD-2006 aims at the Data Mining for Business Applications was to gather both researchers and business practitioners and talk about their different perspectives and to share their latest problems and idea. Its expected the result of this is not only to bring them together at KDD but also to create relationships that would continue and grow after the event as well. Domain-driven data mining generally targets actionable knowledge discovery in complex domain issues. It Meta synthesizes its intelligence sources for applicable knowledge discovery. It also identifies challenges and directions for future R&D in the dialogue between academia and business to achieve seamless migration into business world. Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) is a complex interactive process. The promising theoretical framework of inductive databases considers this is essentially the process of querying the data. The query language that can deal either with raw data or patterns that hold data. Patterns that are turns to be the inductive query evaluation process for which constraint-based Data Mining techniques have to be designed. An inductive query specifies declaratively the desired constraints and algorithms are used to compute the patterns satisfying the constraints in the data. The survey that revealed the important results of this active research domain. Market Surveillance plays important mechanism roles in constructing market models. The existing trading pattern analysis only focuses on data which discloses explicit and high level market dynamics. Between, the existing market surveillance systems available from large exchanges are facing crucial challenges of dynamic and cyber-based misuse, miss-disclosure and misdealing information. Therefore, there is a crucial need to develop innovative and workable methods for smart trading and surveillance. Microstructure pattern analysis studies trading behavior patterns of traders in market microstructure data by utilizing market microstructure knowledge. The identified market microstructure patterns are then used for powering market trading and surveillance agents for automatically detecting/designing profitable and legal trading strategies or monitoring abnormal market dynamics and traderÃ¢Â€ÂŸs behavior. Such trading/surveillance agent-driven market trading/surveillance systems can greatly enhance the analytical, discovery capability of market trading/surveillance than the current predefined rule/alert-based systems. An approach to defining action ability as a measure of interestingness of patterns is proposed. This is based on the concept of an action hierarchy which is defined as a tree of actions with patterns and pattern templates (data mining queries) assigned to its nodes. An applicable patterns method is presented and various techniques for optimizing the discovery process are proposed. Pairs mining targets to mine pair are relationship between entities such as between stocks and markets in financial data mining. It has come up as a kind of promising data mining applications. Due to practical glitches in the real-world pairs mining such as mining high dimensional data and considering user preference, it is challenging to mine pairs of traders in business situations. This paper presents fuzzy genetic algorithms to deal with these issues. The studies of complex systems have been recognized as one of the greatest challenges for current and future science and technology. As a result, traditional problem-solving methodologies can help deal with them but are far from a mature solution methodology. The theory of qualitativeness-to-quantitativeness meta synthesis has been proposed as a breakthrough and effective methodology for the understanding and problem solving of OCGSs. The concepts of M-Space, M-Computing and M-Interaction which are three key components for studying OCGS and building problem solving algorithms. M Interaction forms are the main problem solving mechanisms of qualitative-to-quantitative meta synthesis; M-Space is the OCGS problemsolving system embedded with M-Interactions, while M-Computing consists of engineering approaches to do analysis, design, and implementation of M-Space, M-Interaction. Most of the literature argues that surprisingness is an inherently , which cannot be measured in objective terms. It is a two fold goal: (1) To show that it is possible to define objective measures, rather than subjective measures for a discovered rule surprisingness (2) proposing new ideas and methods for defining objective rule surprisingness measures. 1 Introduction A crucial aspect of data mining is that the discovered knowledge (usually expressed in the form of "if-then" rules) should be somehow interesting, where the term interestingness is arguably related to the properties of surprisingness (unexpectedness), usefulness and novelty of the rule [Fayyad et al. 96]. Traditionally, knowledge action ability has been investigated mainly by developing and improving technical interestingness. Recently, initial work on technical subjective interestingness and business-oriented profit mining presents general potential, while it is a long-term mission to bridge the gap between technical significance and business expectation. Its proposed that a two-way significance framework for measuring knowledge action ability, which highlights both technical interestingness and domain-specific expectations. Further develop a fuzzy interestingness aggregation mechanism to generate a ranked final pattern set balancing technical and business interests. Real time data mining applications show the proposed knowledge action ability framework can complement technical interestingness while satisfy real user needs.
	
IV. APPLICABLE KNOWLEDGE DISCOVERY – A SYSTEM OVERVIEW


	The data mining process in real time projects is a complex problem solving process. From the stand point of systems and micro economical sub systems, the character of AKD, determines that it is a problem solving methodology, related to optimization, with objectives under given environment.
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	That is, the patter can support business problem solving by taking action A, and correspondingly, transform the problem status from the initially non optimal status Ã†Â¬1 to the greatly improved Ã†Â¬2
	
Definition 2 ( Applicable Knowledge Discovery ) :
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	ItÃ¢Â€ÂŸs a challenge in real world mining that the existence of most applicable patterns that are associated with “optimal” ti act and bi act . ItÃ¢Â€ÂŸs very general that a pattern with considerable ti( ) is associated with unconfident bi( ). On the contrary to this, the patterns with low ti( ) are associated with confident bi( ). By taking all combinations of confident and unconfident of patterns, AKD targets patterns confirming the relationship ti act , bi act . This indicates the necessity of dealing intelligently with possible conflict and uncertainty among respective interestingness elements. Though itÃ¢Â€ÂŸs necessary to involve SMEs in domain knowledge and Domain Experts to tune response thresholds and draw balance differences between ti( ) and bi( ). The development of various techniques to balance and combine all types of interestingness metrics to generate uniform, balanced, and interpretable mechanisms for measuring knowledge deliverability, extracting and selecting resulting patterns, is yet another issue.
	There is a clear urgency to develop an interestingness aggregation methods, namely the I-function ( or “ Ã¡Â´Â§ ”) to aggregate all elements of interestingness. Each of the interestingness categories may be instantiated into more than one metric. Here the aggregation does not mean the essential combination into a single super measure, rather indicating the satisfaction of all respective components during the AKD process if possible. There could be various methods of doing the aggregation, for example, methods like business-export-based voting, or more quantitative methods like multi objective optimization methods. Knowledge applicability also needs to cater for the semantic aspect of the identified applicable patterns, besides the measurement. The Business Rule Model [23] defined in OWL-S [1] defines the conversation from an identified pattern to a business rule . To describe a business rule, the following aspects are necessary to notice:
	a) Object : On what object (s), the actions are performed, along with predicates sothat the range can be limited; b) Condition : Situations under which the actions can be taken on the objects, with predicates to specify the conditions; c) Operation : What actions are to be taken on the objects, with predicates to deliver the specific decision-making activities. Applicable patterns are converted into business rules, after following specification, as a form of deliverable, which not only enhances interpretation but also indicates what actions can be taken on what objects under what conditions.
	/Business Rule Specification */ < business_rule > :: = < object > + < condition > * < operation > + < object > :: = ( All | Any | Given | …….) < condition > :: = ( Satisfy | Related | and | ……….) < operation > :: = ( Alert | Action | ……. )
	
V. APPLICABLE DATA MINING RULE DISCOVERY


	
A. Discovery of applicable patterns


	The following steps describe the discovery process of applicable patterns by using action trees
	
i) Building an Action Tree


	For a given application an action tree must be built and maintained later on. If the hierarchical approach to action specification is considered, then it is recommended to maintain a hierarchy of actions from more general actions at the top of the hierarchy to more specific actions at the bottom. For example consider a customer purchase data for a supermarket application and the actions that the store manager can take based on this data. All the possible actions that a supermarket manager can take are grouped into the customer related actions , product stocking actions, advertising actions, promotion related actions...etc. This broad classification of actions can be further subdivided into more specific actions, known as sub actions. A fragment of such a hierarchy for the supermarket application is presented in Figure 1.
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	To demonstrate the process of the top-down construction of an action hierarchy, consider the node “product stocking actions”. As above figure dipicts, the action is divided into two subcategories ,as mentioned below a) Determining what and when to buy b) Determining how to arrange products in the store The first sub category is sub divided further into sub actions like a) Based on selling statistics b) Based on season c) Based on customer demographics
	
ii) Applicable Attributes


	ii) Applicable Attributes Specifying the applicable patterns using action trees, can be achieved in two ways: 1) Assign individual patterns to various nodes of the tree, thus declaring these patterns to be applicable. Patterns have to be specified in some pattern description language. For example, The following association rule specifying the extent to which families with small children buy sweets, to the action node in Figure 1 “(Determining what and when to buy) Based on customer demographics” :
	ChildrenAgeLess 6 => CategorySweets ( 0.55,0.01) …………………….Ã¢Â�Â¿
	Consider the request “Find all rules in customer prucahsae data specifying which product categories the customers with children of different ages are buying”. This can be expressed in the pattern description language as
	ChildrenAge * => Category ( 0.5, 0.01 ) ……………………….………..Ã¢ÂžÂ€
	
iii) Assigning Data Mining Queries


	The nodes of Action Tree, are assigned with the data mining queries defining applicable patterns for the specific Figure 1, could be the query Ã¢ÂžÂ€. Additional examples of data mining queries expressed in pattern template language are :actions. A possible data mining query assigned to the node “Based on customer demographics” of the tree in a) Query : “Find what kind of product categories sell well on different days of week” ( assigned to the action “Based on season” ) :
	DayOfWeek => Category + (0.4, 0.01 ) ………….........................…….Ã¢ÂžÂ�
	b) Query : “Find „Cross-sellingÃ¢Â€ÂŸ categories, that are, find categories of products that are selling together” ( assigned to the action “Determining how to arrange products in the store”):
	Category+ => Category+ (0.5, 0.01 ) ……….........................…………Ã¢ÂžÂ‚
	
iv) Executing data mining queries :


	The pattern discovery process in a given attributed tree action, consists of the traversal of the whole action tree, using depth-first search and execution of all the data mining queries. The discovered applicable patterns are written to the files associated with data mining queries.
	
B. Discovery optimization


	Whenever the data changes in the database happens, then re-executing all the data mining queries, is computationally expensive task. This is true for big applications with large action trees and many data mining queries. The following two optimization techniques are going address this issue.
	
i) Partial tree traversal:


	The partial traversal of an action tree, is the natural optimization of the action tree traversal technique. In this method, only ht nodes of the tree selected by the user are traversed and only those data mining queries that are assigned to these nodes are executed. These nodes can be selected as individual nodes or as belonging to the ser specified sub tree. The applications, in which there is no need to keep patterns up to date all the time, can be used partial tree traversal approach extensively. So, the data mining queries can be executed whenever there is a need to consider some specific action, only then the data mining queries assigned to that action must be re-executed to supply the user with the latest patterns to help make decisions. ( On Demand basis execution ).
	
ii) Triggers:


	The data mining queries should be re-execute only when “substantial” changes occur in the data that affect the patterns discovered by the queries , especially in the field of stock market analysis applications. This would save resources by avoiding unnecessary executions of the queries not affected by data related changes. One of the ways to detect such changes is to use the data monitoring method, which uses extended triggers ( also known as DMDT2 triggers ) DMDT2 triggers are defined as follows :
	Let a) D be the data stored in the data b) ΔD be the new data to be added to this database D
	In supermarket application, D could be the supermarket customer purchase data for the last 6 months, and ΔD could be the daily customer purchase data which is recorded daily in the central database. An extended trigger could be of following form:
	WHEN new data ΔD becomes available IF “Significant changes” in data, are found when ΔD is added to the old data D THEN execute the data mining query These triggers are called “extended” because they are extensions of classical triggers used in the active databases.
	
C. MSCM-ADM


	When an application has multiple sub systems and heterogeneous data sources from where the data will be input to the application, face possible issues as follows : a) Integration issues while merging sub systems to the main one and inter related sub systems themselves b) Costly because of possible data loss and integration methods c) Synchronization issues while integrating sub systems d) Scanning issues because of large volumes of data.
	e) Scanning issues of the dataset , at the module level. To address the above issues, the proposed framework is Multi Source + Combined Mining based Applicable Data Mining ( MSCM-ADM ) Rule. The following figure depicts a overview of MSCM-ADM Rule.
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	1) MSCM-ADM rule discovers applicable knowledge either in multiple data sets or data sub sets ( DB1, DB2, .... DBN ) through partitions.
	2) For Mining Exploration (m1 ) process, one of the data sets or certain partial data , by random DBn , where 1 ≤ n ≤ N is selected based on Domain Knowledge, Business Understanding and Goal Definition.
	3) The exploration results are used to guide either data partition or data set management through a Data Coordinator Agent ( ) ( coordinating data partition and / or data set /feature selection in terms of iterative mining processes ) ( 24 ) and to design strategies for managing and conducting “Parallel Pattern Mining” on each data set or subset and /or “Combined Mining” [10] on relevant remaining data sets.
	4) The deployment of methods mn, which could be either in parallel or combined, is determined by data / business understanding and objectives.
	5) After the mining of all data sets, patterns Pn identified from individual data sets are merged and extracted into final deliverable ( P~, R~)
	6) MSCM-ADM can be expressed as follows :
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	Where a) ti,n and bi,n are technical and business interestingness of model mn on data set or sub set n, b) [i i.n ( )] indicates the alternative checking of unified interestingness as in Unified Interestingness based Applicable Data Mining rule. c) U+N Pn is the merger function d) ÃŠÂ˜ indicates the data partition if the source data needs to be split.
	
The MSCM based ADM ( MSCM-ADM ) - Algorithm :


	
INPUT


	a) Target data set DB b) Business Problem ψ c) Thresholds ( to,0 , ts,0 , bo,0 and bs,0 )
	
OUTPUT :


	a) Applicable patterns P~ b) Business Rules R~
	Step 1) Partition whole source data into N data sets DBn where 1 ≤ n ≤ N
	Step 2) Data Set-n Mining :
	Extracting general patterns Pn on data set or sub set DBn FOR l = n to N a) Develop modelling method mn with technical interestingness ti,n ( ) ; That is , to( ), tb( ) or unified ii,n ( ) b) Employ method mn on the environment e and data DBn engaging meta-knowledge Ωm ; c) Extract the general pattern set Pn; END FOR
	Step 3) Pattern Merger:
	Extracting applicable patterns P~ FOR l = n to N
	a) Design the pattern merger function U+NPn to merge all patterns into P by involving domain and meta knowledge Ωd and Ωm, and business interestingness bi( ); b) Employ the method U+Pn on the pattern set Pn; c) Extract the applicable pattern set P~; END FOR
	Step 4) Converting patterns P~ to business rules R~:
	The MSCM-ADM framework can also be instantiated into many mutations. For example, for a given large volume of data, SMCD-ADM can be instantiated into ( Data Partition ) + ( Unsupervised ) + ( Supervised-based ADM ) by integrating data partition into combined mining. Example :
	a) The whole data set is partitioned into several data subsets based on the data or business understanding and domain knowledge jointly by data miners and domain exports, say data sets 1 and 2.
	b) An ( unsupervised learning ) method is used to mine one of the preference data sets, day data set 1. Some of the mined results are then used to design new variables for processing the other data set.
	c) (Supervised Learning ) is further conducted on data set 2 to generate applicable patterns by checking both technical and business interestingness.
	d) The individual patterns mined from both data subsets are combined into deliverables.
	
VI. RESULTS & DISCUSSIONS


	The randomly generated medical data is been tested by MSCM-ADM method. 55,800 patients with their demographic are present in cleaned sample data and 711 traditional associations mined. Combined associations cannot be discovered by traditional association rule techniques. When compared with the single associations from respective data sets, the combined associations and clusters are much more workable than single rules presented in the traditional way. They have vital information from multiple aspects rather than from a single one, or a collection of separated single rules. For example, the following combined association shows that patients aged 65 or more, whose arrangement method is of “Smoking” plus “regular”, then they have more chances of getting cancer. This can be classified as “C” ( High Risk of life ). Clearly this pattern combines heterogeneous information regarding the specific group of the patientÃ¢Â€ÂŸs demographic method. { x= age ; 65 +, y = Smoking & Repeated + Cancer Ã¯ÂƒÂ  c = C } Combined patterns can be transformed into operable business rules that may indicate direct actions for business decision making. For example, for above combined association, it connects key business elements with segmented patient characteristics, and we generate following business rule by extending the Business Rule specification:
	
Delivering Business Rules:


	Patient Demographic – Combination business rules
	
Assumptions :


	I be the set of number of valid patients Patients in set I are having habit of smoking , either regularly or occasionally.
	
Algorithm :


	
FOR ALL patients i ( i Ã�Âµ I is the number of valid patients )


	
Condition :


	He / she under arrangement of “Smoking” and “regular” And He / she is also having “Cancer”
	
Operation :


	Alert = “He / She has „HighÃ¢Â€ÂŸ risk of life in short timeframe” Action = “Try to avoid smoking habit or take medical advise”
	
END ALL


	The converted business rules are deliverables presented to business people. They are convenient and it is easy for clients to embed them into their routine business processes and operational systems for filtering patients and monitoring the cancer patients. Our clients feel comfortable in understanding, interpreting, and actioning these business rules than those patterns directly mined in the data. Thus combined patterns are more business friendly and indicate much more straightforward decision-making actions to be taken by business analysts in the business world, while this cannot be achieved by patterns identified by traditional methods. In addition, use of combined mining leads to combined patterns that are consisting of various attributes from different business units or by partitioning into organized segments. Through attribute segmentation, it is manageable to differentiate attribute impact on business objectives, informative patterns and more operable decision-making actions.
	
VII. CONCLUSION


	In this paper the Applicable Data Mining concepts, processes, applicability of patterns, and operable deliverables are clearly defined and with these components, we have proposed MSCM ADM framework capable of handling various business problems and applications. This framework supports closed-optimization-based problem solving from a business problem or environment definition to applicable pattern discovery to operable business rule conversion. Deliverables extracted in this way are not only of technical significance but also are capable of smoothly integrating into business processes. This framework is general, flexible, and workable to be instantiated into various approaches for tackling complex data and business applications. Substantial experiments in significant data mining applications such as financial data mining and mining social security data have shown that the proposed framework have the potential to handle the limitations in existing methodologies and approaches. Following the D3M theory, there are many issues to be studied, for instance, defining operable business rules by involving ontological techniques for representing both syntactic and semantic components.
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